Use of acid suppressive medications after laparoscopic antireflux surgery: prevalence and clinical indications.
Laparoscopic antireflux surgery (LARS) provides effective control of gastroesophageal reflux (GER) in more than 90% of patients. Despite this high success rate, some patients continue to consume acid suppressive medications after surgical intervention. In this study we evaluate the prevalence, clinical indications, and cause of use of acid reducing drugs in patients after LARS. Consecutive patients undergoing LARS for GERD were surveyed 2-3 years after surgery regarding use of acid suppressive medications, surgical outcome, and GERD specific symptoms. During the study period, 119 patients underwent LARS at our center. Ninety-eight (82%) were available for interview. Two patients died of unrelated causes and two declined to be interviewed. The remaining 94 individuals are the subject of this report. Ninety-four percent were satisfied with the outcome of surgery. Despite this high satisfaction rate, 37 of 94 (39%) were on antireflux medication (ARM; 62% proton pump inhibitors, 22% H2-receptor antagonists, and 16% others), with 70% using continuous medication. Of these patients, 54% took ARM after surgery for GERD-related symptoms, 95% of these patients responded to medical therapy, and yet again, 85% remained satisfied with the surgical outcome. Forty-six percent of patients on ARM after surgery had no GERD symptoms and took ARM for nonappropriate indications such as bloating. Only 47% of these responded to ARM; 82% of this group was satisfied with the surgical outcome. In conclusion, the use of ARM after LARS is a common occurrence despite a high satisfaction rate with this operation. Nearly half of patients consuming ARS after LARS are taking these medications for symptoms not necessarily related to GER. These findings underscore the importance of patient education in the use of these agents.